
Robert Smith
Order Management Representative

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Expert and knowledgeable billing Order Management Representative professional with 5 years' 
assorted experience with different companies. Extremely capable of maintaining billing processes 
in order to ensure appropriate billing and claim submissions. Looking for a position of Billing 
Representative with utilizing my accounting background to provide detail oriented and time 
efficient billing services.

SKILLS

Excel, Microsoft Office, Microsoft Word, Customer Service, Teaching, Microsoft Powerpoint, 
Bilingual Spanish.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Order Management Representative
ABC Corporation  2013 – 2013 
 Responsible for the overall coordination of sales orders through the order process, from the 

order receipt stage through bill eligibility.
 Manage the accurate entry of all orders into the Canon Solutions America order and billing 

systems.
 Quickly identified problems and corrective action of all order requirements for product, 

product configuration, pricing, etc.
 Verified that orders meet customer requirements and special billing needs.
 Worked across functional boundaries to resolve delays in the entry of customer orders to 

ensure that customers delivery and installation timeframes are met.
 Resolution of simple and complex invoice and billing related issues.
 Validated accuracy of first billing to customer and ensure that it is in compliance with 

customer special billing requirements.

Order Management Representative
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2010 
 NY) Scrubbed sales paperwork for DSL, Voice, Toll Free and T1 services before entering 

requests into TBS for correct products and billing.
 Worked directly with sales associates to ensure the clients received products that best suited 

their business needs along with the best pricing; to .
 Input DSL, Voice, Toll Free and T1 into TBS system Perform checks and balances to ensure 

proper billing Interact with downstream departments to .
 Create and manage orders through the production process across multiple locations Perform 

accurate order entry of detailed information in while .
 Dispense and verify prescriptions Work adjudicated claims in a timely fashion until they are 

paid Begin Prior Authorization Procedures with insurance .
 Responsible in assigning workloads into intervals Pull data from the system and analyze 

orders before releasing Accurately maintaining customer.
 Achieved overall case fill rate of 98.92% for both Satisfaction Accounts and four Special 

Attention Accounts Evaluated customer database.

EDUCATION
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Bachelor In Elementary Education
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